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The “Bug”

Adventure. Culture. Serendipity. We often use these words to describe the  

“travel bug,” or simply the “bug,” as long-time travelers refer to it. It’s a constant 

desire to experience something different—an addiction to the thrill of life 

unfiltered. Whether exploring one’s own backyard for the first time or crossing the 

globe to an exotic location, there’s one thing that all travelers with the “bug” have 

in common: a curiosity about the world around them. The people featured in our 

catalogs all have the “bug”. We’ve found them out in the world nursing their habit: 

volunteering in dusty outposts, traversing the Andes on rundown buses, and  

making short films off the coast of East Africa.  

For our Spring/Summer 2013 photo shoot, we sent some of these travelers to test 

our garments on a dream journey through Australia’s most well kept secret: the 

state of South Australia. We laughed as Mari Gray hopped along with a rescue 

kangaroo on Kangaroo Island. We sweated while Yann Mourier trekked across a 

seemingly red-painted desert in the Outback’s mid-summer swelter. We swallowed 

our nerves while dodging dingos and emus at Wilpena Pound during takeoff in  

a small Cessna airplane. And off the coast the Fleurieu Peninsula, we grinned  

from ear-to-ear throughout a three-day sail to hidden beaches aboard  

Lady Eugenie, a classic 75-foot ketch. 

Along the way, the clothing quickly became secondary to our travelers’ curiosity. 

And that’s how it should be. We design our garments to get out of the way; they’re 

lightweight, quick drying, and insect and sun repellent. Because at ExOfficio, we 

believe that your “bug” should always come first. 

Mari was born in Guatemala, and grew up 
in California and Japan. Every summer her 
family would travel somewhere new, giving 
her a taste for adventure at a young age.  
She has worked on a farm in Belize, became 
a dive master in Honduras, and taught 
English in the Galapagos. Travel, according  
to Mari, is essential for her well-being.

Mari Gray

Mari Gray cuddles with her new best friend Gypsy, a 
rescue and resident of the Rustic Blue Art Gallery, 
located on Kangaroo Island, South Australia.

(Go-To Ruffle Top and Knee Skirt on pg. 21)
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Kangaroo front 
pocket

Remember the adventure, 
not the bugs.

Protecting yourself is more important than ever. BugsAway® is a complete line of insect repellent 

clothing using Insect Shield® technology to convert clothing into long-lasting, effective, and 

convenient bug protection. Treated with Permethrin, BugsAway clothing and gear is effective 

through 70 washings against mosquitoes, ticks, ants, flies, chiggers and midges.

ANTI-INSECT

white
 

celadon
 

reef
   

NEW  WOMEN’S LUMEN™ HOODY
The Lumen is constructed with an open-weave mesh that 
is ideal for hot buggy days when you need to stay cool 
and protected at the same time. The drawstring hood 
and thumb loops provide maximum protection from bites. 
Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2111-1774   $60

cement
 

celadon
 

reef
   

NEW  WOMEN’S SECURITEE™

The Securitee features a fun floral stitch design, but don’t 
worry, these flowers won’t attract any bugs. It is crafted from a 
comfortable heather-knit jersey, which wicks moisture away from 
the skin. A hidden zip pocket in the bottom hem holds small items. 
Natural fit. XS-XL. Available in Men’s.
SHORT SLEEVE   #2112-1770   $50 
LONG SLEEVE   #2111-1771   $60

ANTI-INSECT
  

SUN GUARD 
30+  

ANTI-INSECT
  

QUICK 
DRYING  

SUN GUARD 
30+  

VENTILATION
  

WICKING

white
 

pacific
 

bone
 

dusty olive
   

cigar  
(men’s only)  

light khaki
 

slate  
(women’s only)

NEW  MEN’S BREEZ’R™ 
The Breez’r features Flow Thru Ventilation on the front 
and back for hot, buggy days. The breathable ripstop 
nylon is lightweight and rated UPF 30+, as well as 
wicking and quick-drying to keep you comfortable. 
Natural fit. S-3XL. Available in Women’s.
#1101-1736   $80

MEN’S CHAS’R™ TEE
S-3XL. Available in Women’s.
See colors and info online.

SHORT SLEEVE    
#1112-1274   $40 
LONG SLEEVE    
#1111-1263   $50

ZIWA™ PANT
The Ziwa provides long-lasting, effective and convenient insect 
protection in a functional package. This lightweight, quick drying 
pant provides sun protection with a UPF 30+ rating. Finally, insect 
repellent clothing that stops the bugs and starts the adventure. 
Relaxed fit. Men’s 30-44. Women’s 4-18.   
Available in a Convertible and alternate lengths.
MEN’S   #1121-1517   $95
WOMEN’S   #2121-1555   $95 (pictured on opposite page)

ANTI-INSECT
  

LIGHTWEIGHT

QUICK 
DRYING  

SUN GUARD 
30+  

ANTI-INSECT
 

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

QUICK 
DRYING   

VENTILATION
  

WICKING

ANTI-INSECT
 
LIGHTWEIGHT

 
SECURITY 
POCKET  

WICKING

ExO Money Belt  
(sold separately)
#7071-0099   $18.95

Flow Thru 
Ventilation

Thumb loops

Roll-up snaps convert 
the Ziwa pants to capris 
(more info on pg. 3)

Security zip pocket
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WOMEN’S SOL COOL HOODY
The longer length and side tie details of this 
versatile hoody give customizable coverage to 
double as a top or a cover-up. The thumb loops 
and hood provide sun protection, and a hidden 
zip pocket in the right side seam holds essentials. 
Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2011-1525   $65
(available in reef, rosehip, and light lavender)

WOMEN’S SOL COOL TEE
The Sol Cool lives up to its name on hot days. 
Underarm gussets provide maximum mobility. 
Slim fit. XS-XL.
SHORT SLEEVE TEE   #2012-1522   $50
LONG SLEEVE  CREW   #2011-1524   $55
(tee and crew available in solid colors only)

Too hot? Sol Cool off.
Sol Cool™ clothing is rated UPF 50+ for optimal sun protection. Sol Cool fabric features 

Icefil® technology, which uses Xylitol to create a mint-like cooling sensation to lower skin 

temperature up to 5°F. Perspiration is wicked away to the fabric surface to evaporate.  

Sol Cool is also antimicrobial to keep you fresh at your most active. 

Yann Mourier preps for a day of fishing at a 
camp in Lincoln National Park, South Australia.

Yann Mourier

LIGHTWEIGHT
  

ODOR 
RESISTANT  

QUICK 
DRYING   

STRETCH
  

SUN GUARD 
50+   

WICKING
  

Yann grew up on the small island of Reunion, 

off the coast of Madagascar, and now 

resides in Paris. He is a film maker and 

loves sharing his travel experiences through 

film. On his list of places to visit are Iceland, 

British Columbia, and Bora Bora.

MEN’S SOL COOL
The Sol Cool is the pinnacle of sun protection. 
The hoody features a full hood and high 
collar to keep the sun’s rays off your neck 
and ears. UPF 50+, the highest rating for a 
garment, protects from the sun even when 
wet, and the thumb loops keep sleeves in 
place. Natural fit. S-XXL.

SHORT SLEEVE #1012-1430   $55
LONG SLEEVE #1011-1391   $60
NEW  HOODY #1011-1698   $75

(available in dusty olive, pacific, and oyster)

light lapis 
 

                      hydrant                                                dusty olive  
                           persim

m
on 

                                       pacific 
                                    oyster

        reef 
                                                celadon                                                       rosehip 

 
                   light lavender 

                                     black 
                                pinwheel

        

Thumb 
loops

High collar 
and full hood

Thumb loops

SOL COOL™ NECK GAITER
 #3053-1585   $20

(see online for available colors)

NEW  WOMEN’S SOL COOL WRAP DRESS
The Wrap Dress is amazingly versatile. Wear it out to 
dinner one day, and as a bathing suit cover the next. 
A security zip pocket is hidden in the right side hem. 
Natural fit. XS-XL. 
#2061-1818   $70
(available in reef, black, and pinwheel)
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LIGHTWEIGHT
   

STRETCH
  

SUN GUARD 
40+  

WATER 
RESISTANT

INDESTRUCTIBLE 
BUTTON

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

QUICK 
DRYING   

STAIN 
RESISTANT  

WATER 
RESISTANT  

SUN GUARD 
30+

NEW  WOMEN’S MARLOCO™ SHORT
Always be ready for a swim in the MarLoco. 
Featuring a fun plaid and with everyday 
boardshort style, wear them for a day at the 
beach, traveling, or a casual night out. The 
water resistant, subtle stretch fabric is rated 
UPF 40+ for protection from the sun. Two 
security zip pockets and a drop-in pocket hold 
your items, and the drawstring closure lets you 
get the perfect fit. Natural fit. 6" inseam. 2-16.
#2030-1802   $70

cigar
 

light khaki
 

steel
   

MEN’S NIO AMPHI™ SHORT
Protection is the Nio Amphi Short’s 
specialty. A removable built-in belt 
and Indestructible Button System are 
durable and keep shorts where you want 
them. UPF Sun Guard and removable 
thigh cinches repel harmful rays even in 
rivers or lakes where shorts want to float 
up. Nylon fabric dries faster to keep you 
comfortable and allows for easy washing. 
Relaxed fit. 8.5" inseam. 30-44.
#1030-1313   $65

colbalt
 

walnut
 

black
 

cobalt plaid
 

walnut plaid
   

MEN’S MARLOCO™ SHORT
The MarLoco pulls double duty as a board short and an every day short. Wear 
it for swimming, travel, or every day thanks to its soft, comfortable fabric 
and water resistance. It features a security zip pocket, a drop-in gadget 
pocket, and a velcro drawstring closure. Relaxed fit. 11" inseam. 30-42.
SOLID   #1030-1743   $70
PLAID   #1030-1744   $75

Removable built-in belt

Cargo 
pockets

Adjustable 
thigh cinches

Two security 
zip pockets

QUICK 
DRYING      

STRETCH
   

WATER 
RESISTANT

SUN GUARD 
40+

south pacific 
plaid  

walnut plaid
  

8To see our entire collection, visit exofficio.com

Mari Gray finds the pefect tree to put up 
a clothes-line in Lincoln National Park in 
South Australia.

AMPHI SHORT WITH 
BUILT-IN BRIEF
#1030-1746   $65
(see online for available colors)

NEW  
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Sailing around South Australia’s Fleurieu 
Peninsula aboard Lady Eugene, a 75-foot 
classic ketch.

The shirt that started it all.
One of the original ExOfficio shirts, the Air Strip is technically designed and full of 

functional details perfect for any adventure. Whether you are fly fishing, hiking, or just 

walking around town, the combination of lightweight, quick drying fabrics, strategic 

adjustable vents and UPF rated sun protection fabric keeps you cool and comfortable.

MEN’S AIR STRIP™

Relaxed fit. S-XXL.
SHORT SLEEVE SOLID   #1002-5090   $85  (available in bone and light lapis)

SHORT SLEEVE PLAID   #1002-1387   $85
LONG SLEEVE SOLID   #1001-5090   $90  (also available in Tall)

LONG SLEEVE PLAID   #1001-1158   $90

LIGHTWEIGHT QUICK 
DRYING    

SUN GUARD 
30+   

VENTILATION
 

WICKING

Three-position  
button-down 
sun collar

Three-position 
Airomesh-lined 
cape vent  
(see photo)

Airomesh-lined 
side vents

Velcro  
utility tab

Bellows 
pockets with 
one security 
zipper

Roll-up 
sleeve tabs

BUGSAWAY® BREEZ’R™ CAPE HAT
 #3151-1850    $35

white
 

bright sun
 

light lapis
 

dusty olive
 

bone
 

oyster
 

pacific
   

light lapis plaid
 

arugula plaid
 

oyster plaid
 
bright sun plaid
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WOMEN’S GILL™

The Gill long sleeve shirt is perfectly engineered for all 
your active warm weather getaways, from hiking in the 
jungle to fishing on the beach. With UPF Sun Guard 20+ 
and Gill-style mesh side and back ventilation, stay out 
in the sun as long as you desire. Relaxed fit. XS-XL.
#2001-1140   $75

She’s a keeper.
The female angler needs technical apparel as much as her male counterpart. That’s why we 

have fishing-specific pieces designed just for the woman who loves to get out on the water. 

UPF sun protection, strategically placed ventilation, and fast-drying fabrics are a few of the 

performance features that make these styles perfect for hauling in a trophy catch.

WOMEN’S DRYFLYLITE™ CAP SLEEVE
Designed with built-in sun protection and back 
ventilation, the Dryflylite is made for your active 
lifestyle. The moisture wicking, lightweight, UPF  
Sun Guard 30+ rating fabric makes this shirt a  
must-have on all your adventures. Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2002-1594   $65

WOMEN’S VENT’R™ DIG’R
The Vent’r Dig’r is the answer for every hot weather 
adventure. The perfect length for any summer activity, 
the Dig’r is highly packable and versatile. Quick drying, 
lightweight fabric and UPF Sun Guard 20+ will keep 
you cool and comfortable on all your expeditions. 
Relaxed fit. 18” inseam. 2-16.
#2030-1557   $65

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

QUICK 
DRYING  

SUN GUARD 
30+  

VENTILATION
 

WICKING LIGHTWEIGHT
 

QUICK 
DRYING  

SUN GUARD 
20+  

WATER 
RESISTANT  

STAIN 
RESISTANT

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

QUICK 
DRYING  

SUN GUARD 
20+  

VENTILATION WRINKLE 
RESISTANT

CHIPARA™ SUN HAT
#3051-1584   $32

(see online for available colors)
SOL COOL BANDANA
#3053-1587   $19

(see online for available colors)

white
 

lychee
 

mediterranean
 

seafoam
 

bone
 

white
 

lychee
 

mediterranean
 

celadon
   

walnut
 

dark charcoal
 

bone

Two small 
patch pockets

Roll-up 
sleeve 
tabs

Floramesh-lined 
back ventilation

Cute button 
details

Two zippered 
cargo pockets 
and one gadget 
pocket

Floramesh-
lined back 
ventilation

Sailing around South Australia’s 
Fleurieu Peninsula aboard Lady 
Eugene, a 75-foot classic ketch.

12
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Featuring S. Café
®

 technology, which embeds processed coffee grounds in the fabric for superior 
performance, the JavaTech is up for any adventure. The grounds create an increased surface 
area to wick moisture away from the skin, keeping you dry and comfortable. The particles also 
neutralize odor molecules to keep you fresh. The JavaTech is rated UPF 15+ for sun protection 
while you’re out, and features a hidden pocket in the bottom hem for small essentials.

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

ODOR 
RESISTANT  

QUICK 
DRYING   

WICKING
  

SUN GUARD

NEW  WOMEN’S JAVATECH
Natural fit. XS-XL.
TANK   #2012-1756   $50
TEE   #2012-1757   $55

NEW  MEN’S JAVATECH
Natural fit. S-XXL.
POLO   #1012-1706   $65
TEE   #1012-1705   $55

yam
 

hydrant
 

dusty olive
 

cobalt
 

black
  

lychee
 

south pacific
 

seafoam
 

dark lavender
 

black
  

When you need a shirt as  
active as you are.

Introducing  
JavaTech

Mari Gray takes in the view of the 
Nilpena Station sand dunes in the 
South Australian outback.

14

Our NEW Coffee-infused collection 
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Stretch your limits.
The new Kukura Trek’r for men and women is the perfect bottom for active travel. 

Whether you’re hiking through your home mountains or exploring foreign ruins, the 

Kukura will move with you thanks to four-way stretch nylon and an internal stretch 

waistband. The DWR finish also protects from water and stains.

MEN’S DRYFLY FLEX™

The DryFly Flex has light stretch for a great range of mobility and 
comfort. The fabric’s long-lasting recovery gives durable abrasion 
resistance, and is rated UPF 50+ for the ultimate sun protection. 
It also has a Vertebrae Ventilation System. Natural fit. S-3XL.
SOLID   #1001-1499   $90
PLAID   #1001-1500   $90

MEN’S TRIP’R™ STRIPE
Thanks to functional fabric, the Trip’r will look great day after day. 
It features UPF 40+, back ventilation, and moisture wicking, so 
it will keep you looking and feeling great. It also resists wrinkles 
and dries rapidly for easy care. Natural fit. S-3XL.
#1002-1716   $75

NEW  WOMEN’S GEOTREK’R™

Perfect for hiking on the trail or through a city, the 
GeoTrek’r is crafted from durable ripstop nylon fabric 
that is breathable, wicking, and protects you from the 
sun with UPF 30+ rating. Two chest pockets hold small 
things, and Floramesh-lined back ventilation keeps you 
cool. Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2002-1790   $65 QUICK 

DRYING   

SUN GUARD 
30+  

VENTILATION
 

WICKING

 
INDESTRUCTIBLE 

BUTTON
STAIN 

RESISTANT   
STRETCH

   
SUN GUARD

  
WATER 

RESISTANT

NEW  WOMEN’S KUKURA SKORT
Natural fit. 2-16.
#2062-1807   $85 

(shown in black)

NEW  WOMEN’S KUKURA PANT
Natural fit. 2-16.

#2021-1796   $100
(shown in slate)

NEW  MEN’S KUKURA PANT
Natural fit. 30-42.
#1021-1740   $110

(shown in black)

NEW  MEN’S KUKURA SHORT
Natural fit. 30-42.
#1030-1750   $90

(shown in slate)

4-WAY 
STRETCH

white
 

bone
 

light rosemary
  

dark pebble
  

masala
 

habanero
 

black

blue jean
 

arugula
 

walnut
 

blue jean plaid
 

dusty olive 
plaid

Front patch 
pockets

Floramesh-lined 
back ventilation

Indestructible 
Button System

ExO Money Belt  
(sold separately)
#7071-0099   $18.95

Cargo pockets 
with security zip

Indestructible 
Button System

Nylon shorts under skirt

Hidden stretch 
waistband

BUGSAWAY BANDANA
#3153-0816   $15

(see online for available colors)ANTI-INSECT

16
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Photo  Spread
When you return home from your travels, you might have souvenirs or 

photos from the beautiful places you visited. But the stories you bring back 

will be about the people you met along the way. Whether they are locals 

or fellow travelers, people make an adventure memorable. Your tour guide 

might teach you the local slang. A woman in the market might invite you 

home for a traditional dinner. These moments are the reason we travel. To 

learn, grow, and experience the joy of connecting with others, even if they 

live on the other side of the world.

The Human Factor

Mari Gray and Yann Mourier enjoy some 
good company and local vintage at 
Kangaluna Bush Camp in the Gawler 
Ranges of South Australia.
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NEW  WOMEN’S KAMILI™

The Kamili is ready for anything from summer travel 
to backyard cookouts. The lightweight cotton blend 
features a colorful plaid, and a small patch pocket. It 
packs easily so you can take less and focus on the fun. 
Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2002-1788  $55

WOMEN’S GO-TO® TANK
Stay fresh and wrinkle free with the Go-To Tank. This 
quick drying, moisture wicking top is crafted from 
drirelease®, and is perfect for layering under wraps, 
sweaters, or alone on warmer days. Slim fit. XS-XL.
#2012-1637   $50

NEW  WOMEN’S NEXT-TO-NOTHING™ SKIRT
The Next-to-Nothing Skirt’s pretty batik print looks 
great anywhere you go, and the lightweight, wrinkle 
resistant fabric will keep you cool and comfortable.  
A hidden security zip pocket in the right side seam  
holds small essentials. Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2062-1811  $60

NEW  MEN’S JENEVER™

The lightweight cotton and polyester blend Jenever looks 
great and features a fun plaid in stylish colors. The versatile 
silhouette has a ring-snap front placket and two snap-
closure chest pockets. Natural fit. S-3XL.
#1002-1725   $60

MEN’S NEXT-TO-NOTHING™ MAI TIKI
The Mai Tiki is the perfect shirt to get you in the vacation 
state of mind, even if you can only stick a little umbrella in 
a frozen drink at home. This lightweight cotton-blend shirt 
dries quickly and features a fun tropical print. S-3XL.
#1002-1722   $50

MEN’S PISCO™ JACQUARD
Infuse some fun into your wardrobe with the Pisco. This 
geometric Polynesian print will make you feel like you’re 
always on vacation. It’s also wrinkle resistant and UPF  
Sun Guard for packability and protection wherever  
you travel. Relaxed fit. S-3XL.
#1002-1733   $65

LIGHTWEIGHT QUICK 
DRYING  

STAIN 
RESISTANT   

SUN GUARD 
30+  

WATER 
RESISTANT

HIGH 
STRENGTH  

PRE-SHRUNK
   

STRETCH
  

SUN GUARD 
50+

WOMEN’S NOMAD™ SHORT
The quick drying, lightweight nylon Nomad is easy care 
and water and stain resistant. It also features UPF 30+ 
Sun Guard to ward off UVA and UVB rays. The waistband is 
lined with microfleece for comfort and to prevent chafing 
under a bag. A security zip pocket keeps small items 
secure. Relaxed fit. 4-18.
NEW  6" INSEAM   #2030-1801  $50

8" INSEAM   #2030-1412  $55

midnight
 

slate
 

light khaki

MEN’S ROUGHIAN™ CARGO SHORT
Featuring seven pockets, including two security zip 
pockets and a drop-in gadget pocket, the Roughian 
can easily carry all your stuff. It is crafted from a 
high strength canvas blend for durability, and has 
a full inseam gusset and a touch of stretch for 
mobililty. Natural fit. 10" inseam. 30-42.

#1030-1747   $80

light lapis
 

stem
 

habanero
 

midnight
 

arugula
 

walnut
 

dusty olive
 

blue jean
 

black
 

light khaki
 

loden

mediterranean
  

lavender
 

white
 

celadon
 

south pacific
 

rosehip
 

black
 

lychee
 

celadon
 

south pacific
 

black
 

Front patch 
pocket

Security 
zip pocket

Durable 
cotton-blend 
canvas

Security zip 
cargo pocket

Airy cotton-blend print

French fly 
closure

ka
m
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o 
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Next-to-Nothing 
Razi Scarf  
(info on pg. 21)
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Your go-to travel 
wardrobe.

Add the Go-To
®

 collection to your closet and have the perfect travel outfit every time.  

The soft jersey-knit fabric features drirelease
®

  technology with FreshGuard
®

  to keep you 

looking and feeling great no matter how long your flight. Most pieces in this travel-ready 

collection also feature hidden security zip pockets to keep small essentials safe.

WOMEN’S GO-TO®  TANK DRESS
The Tank Dress will live up to its name as 
you reach for it again and again. This quick-
drying, moisture wicking travel dress is 
perfect to keep you fresh, wrinkle free and 
always looking great. Natural fit. XS-XL.
SOLID   #2061-1569   $65   
PRINT   #2061-1813   $65    
(not available in white or celadon)

NEW  WOMEN’S GO-TO® WRAP
The Go-To Wrap is a perfect layer when the evening 
gets chilly. The belt can button up inside the wrap 
to hold the front open, and a security zip pocket 
holds small items. Natural fit. XS-XL.
SOLID   #2011-1635   $80    
(not available in white or celadon)

STRIPE   #2011-1760   $80 

white                                         celadon                                 south pacific 
 

              rosehip                                          black             south pacific diam
ond print                      rose hip diam

ond print

WOMEN’S KIZMET™ CAMPER
See colors and info online.
Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2002-1547   $75

black/white
 

lychee/white
 

south pacific/ 
white    

LIGHTWEIGHT ODOR 
RESISTANT  

VENTILATION
 

WRINKLE 
RESISTANT

Hidden 
security zip 
pocket

NEW  WOMEN’S GO-TO® RUFFLE SLEEVELESS
This fun, flirty top features ruffle details and a drawstring 
closure at the neckline. The drirelease® fabric is perfect for 
traveling and dries quickly, wicks moisture, and keeps you 
fresh. Slim fit. XS-XL.
#2012-1761   $55   (not available in white or prints)

WOMEN’S GO-TO® KNEE SKIRT
The Knee Skirt will quickly become your favorite piece 
whether traveling or at home. It’s the perfect combination of 
style and function: fun ruffle details, a hidden security zip 
pocket, and wicking, fast-drying fabric. Natural fit. XS-XL.
SOLID   #2062-1568   $65   (not available in white or celadon)
PRINT   #2062-1829   $65

NEW  WOMEN’S GO-TO® STRIPE SKIRT
Be cute and comfy in the Stripe Skirt. This quick drying, 
moisture-wicking skirt will keep you fresh and wrinkle free 
everywhere you wear it. Versatile styling goes with anything, 
and a hidden security zipper pocket holds little items.  
Natural fit. XS-XL.
#2062-1810   $65   (Shown on opposite page)

NEW  WOMEN’S NEXT-TO-NOTHING™  
RAZI SCARF
#3053-1836   $24    
(Shown on pg. 19 and 22)

black /white
 

lychee/white
 

south pacific/ 
white    

Hidden 
security zip 

pocket

Ruffle 
neckline 
with tie 
detail

ru
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Boxer Brief 

Boxer TeeBrief Low Rise Flyless Brief

BOXER BRIEF   
Solid (a-e)   #1241-0020   $26
Muhimu print (f)    #1245-1862   $30 
Deepwater print (g)    #1245-1864   $30

BRIEF   
Solid (a-e)   #1241-0008   $20

LOW RISE FLYLESS BRIEF   
Solid (a-c)   #1241-0616   $20

BOXER   
Solid (a-e)   #1241-0016   $26
Muhimu print (f)   #1245-1861   $30
Deepwater print (g)   #1245-1863   $30

TEE  
Crew neck (a, b, d)   #1241-0062   $38
V neck (a, b, d)   #1241-1376   $38 

All styles available in S-XXL.
 

“  On my trip to Cancun I only took two pairs for 8 days. I washed the dirty pair in 
the sink every night. And they WORKED! It was amazing. But what is even more 
amazing is how comfortable they are!” - Steve, online review

Underwear for out there.
Join the millions of people who have discovered the Give-N-Go

®

 underwear revolution. Just toss 

them in the laundry or wash them in a sink. The diamond-weave micromesh is breathable and  

dries fast for a clean pair in hours. Aegis
®

 Microbe Shield
®

 maintains freshness and never  

wears out. But most important of all, our award-winning underwear are comfortable.

a. charcoal

c. ocean

e. deep palm

b. black

d. white

f. Muhimu

g. Deepwater

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

ODOR 
RESISTANT  

QUICK 
DRYING   

WICKING
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 Thong  Full Cut  Bikini Brief Boy Cut Cross Over Bra Tank Lacy Low Rise Bikini  Lacy Bikini Lacy Full Cut  Lacy Tank 

Don’t let appearances fool you. The Lacy 
only looks sweet and innocent- until it’s 
time to perform. They go everywhere, do 
everything and look great.  

LACY SHELF BRA CAMI   #2241-1379   $40   

LACY THONG   #2241-1404   $20  

LACY LOW RISE BIKINI   #2241-1403   $20   

LACY BIKINI   #2241-1381   $22   

LACY FULL CUT  #2241-1380   $22  

LACY TANK  #2241-1382   $32

The award-winning Give-N-Go’s are  
everything underwear should be.  
Soon they will replace every pair in your 
underwear drawer.

SHELF BRA CAMI   #2241-1583   $38   

STRING BIKINI   #2241-1153   $18   

THONG   #2241-1183   $18  

FULL CUT   #2241-1151   $20    

BIKINI BRIEF   #2241-1150   $18   

BOY CUT   #2241-1152   $20  

CROSS OVER BRA   #2241-1002   $26  

TANK   #2241-1378   $28 

Shelf Bra Cami Lacy Thong

Lacy Shelf Bra Cami String Bikini

chocolate 
                           raspberry  

                                   m
int 

                                       nude                                               light grape  
 

                       black   

Finding a moment to reflect at the 
Kangaluna Bush Camp in the  
Gawler Ranges of South Australia.

          chocolate                             bright coral 
 

         nude                                   white  
         black

Where will you Give-N-Go®?
Join the millions of people who have discovered the ExOfficio underwear revolution. Just toss them 

in the laundry or wash them in a sink. The diamond-weave micromesh is breathable and dries fast 

for a clean pair in hours. Aegis
®

 Microbe Shield
®

 maintains freshness and never wears out.  

With two collections, Classic and Lacy™, you’ll have packable underwear for every adventure.

LIGHTWEIGHT
 

ODOR 
RESISTANT  

QUICK 
DRYING   

WICKING
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FREE SHIPPING HOW TO BUY 

WEBSITE: www.exofficio.com

PHONE: 1-800-644-7303 

EXOFFICIO RETAIL STORES: www.exofficio.com/stores 

FIND A LOCAL RETAILER: www.exofficio.com/locator

Join our email list at exofficio.com/email for exclusive deals.

MEN’S BUGSAWAY® HALO CHECK
#1101-1735   $100

Also available in Women’s

FREE STANDARD 
SHIPPING ON 
ORDERS OVER $75 


